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Routing Outages Cause Internet Problems Worldwide
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 The Internet is interdependent

• Application delivery is dependent on many Internet 
Service Providers.

• CDN, DNS, public cloud work together to provide 
exceptional digital experiences.

 Outages can happen at any time, anywhere

• IXP outage, cloud outage, transit key point outage.
• Natural disasters, misconfiguration, network attacks, 

router overloads can lead to outage.
• Affect people's normal life,Organization lost revenue, 

reputational damage, even take entire network offline.
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Internet Routing Outages Incidents are Increasing



Three Large-scale Internet Routing Outages Events
Event Time and Duration Root cause Impacts

Facebook 
Outage

October 4, 2021, between 
15:40 and 22:45 UTC for 
more than seven hours.

Routine maintenance rendered 
its DNS servers unusable, cutting 
off Facebook's entire backbone 
network from its data centers.

Facebook and its other platforms, 
including Instagram, WhatsApp 
and Messenger, went down 
globally for close to six hours.

KT Outage October 25, 2021, between 
2:16 and 2:56 UTC for 
approximately 40 minutes.

In a statement, the telco said it 
initially suspected a DDoS attack 
due to traffic overload but after it 
scrutinised the matter it found 
that the cause was a routing 
error.

The telco's subscribers were 
unable to use their credit cards, 
trade stocks, or access apps, 
while some large commercial 
websites were also shut down 
during that period. 

CenturyLink
Outage

August 30, 2020, between 
10:04 and 15:30 UTC for 
approximately five and a half 
hours.

Misconfiguration,the outage was 
caused by an offending Flowspec 
announcement that prevented 
BGP from correctly establishing.

Takes down Cloudflare, Reddit, 
Hulu, AWS, Blizzard, Steam, Xbox 
Live, Discord, and dozens more. A 
3.5% drop in global web traffic.



What’s Happening during the 
Facebook Outage Event？
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Important applications and DNS authoritative 
resolution service are centralized in AS32934! 

• AS32934 BGP Withdraw and Announcement updates 
surged.

• Faecbook’s DNS Authoritative server prefixes were 
withdrawed by many ASes.

• Some other important applications went down.
• The whole process lasted 20 minutes.
• It took six hours to recover.



 IP of Alexa Top 30 Websites' Authoritative DNS Servers 

6(The servers’ IP measured from five servers worldwide on October 10, 2021, and aggregated by prefix, AS)



What We Learned from these Outage Events? 
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BGP and DNS are critical infrastructure of the network.  Any configuration 
operations should be strictly audited and validated.  Multi-dimensional IP 
database is very necessary for route filtering.

Critical network infrastructure such as DNS authority servers and critical services 
should have redundant backup mechanisms and should not all be placed in a 
single prefix or AS .

The BGP anomaly monitoring system should not only focus on the false positive 
rate and false negative rate, but also on the sensitivity of prefixes and AS.  When 
a anomaly detected, we should know whether the prefix or AS contains important 
services.   



BGP Outage Detection Architecture
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Prefix1:
vp1:as1 as2...as4 asn  
vp2:as2 as3...as4 asn  
vp3:as3 as5...as7 asn  

PrefixN:
vp1:as1 as2...as4 asn  
vp2:as2 as6...as4 asn  
vp3:as3 as6...as9 asn  

Outage 
Prefixes 

Set

Outage 
   ASes Set

Sensitive service 
in the perfix？

Outage ASes 
aggregate in the 
country topology?

Outage!

Vantage Points (vp)

Vantage Points (vp)

Vantage Points (vp)

BGP Collector 

RIBs

Updates

Maintain a real-time global topology in memory

Outage Prefix:prefix can’t been seen in any vp
Outage AS:all prefixes can’t been seen in any vp

A real-time global topology is maintained in memory and checking the visibility of 
prefixes and AS in vantage points’ routing table, then observe whether these outage
prefixes contain sensitive services and whether outage ASes have aggregation in the 
country’s topology.  



What IP Address and AS are 
Sensitive？
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IP Address

• Country’s top websites
• DNS server, PoP router
• Industrial system
• Finance, banking, energy, government 

services

AS

• IDC 
• Cloud
• IXP
• .....

IDC



How to Build the Database？
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Crawling, probing and analysing

• Crawl important sites, get their IP addresses and 
content, and then analyse the type of site based 
on the content (e.g., government, bank, financial 
institution) .

• Probe and get the authoritative DNS server's IP 
addresses of important web sites from different 
locations.

• Analyze common service ports in passive network 
traffic or scan the  whole IPv4 address space and 
get the common service ports.

• Analyse the type of AS from the textual semantics 
of the WHOIS database.

IDC

Domain name
eg. www.xxx.com

website’s 
title,keywords,description 

website type
e.g., government, bank, 

financial institution 

Website IP
Authoritative DNS 

server's IP

classification IP-Service mapping 



Thank you！


